RUSSIA'S 'COLD PEACE' CONSENSUS:
TRANSCENDING
THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
MIK-AIL A. ALEXSEEV

Russia's domestic political scene was in turmoil for most of 1996. The first
half of the year was dominated by the presidential election campaign, in which
the voters, by all appearances, were deciding on both who would win and
which way Russia would go at this historical juncture-to the future, associated with democracy and free markets, or to the past, associated with a Sovietstyle government and a command economy. Yet, the election decided much
less than expected, showing that Russia's post-communist polity is still enormously fragile. The decline of Yeltsin's health blew open Russia's power game,
resurrecting the image of Churchillian "bulldogs fighting under carpets" in
the Kremlin, as the agonizing prospect of choosing between yet another round
of presidential elections and a lame-duck Yeltsin presidency loomed on the
political horizon.
At the same time, Moscow's external affairs appeared to be guided by a
surprisingly firm hand, almost as if neither the election, including massive
personnel changes and reshuffles in the Kremlin, nor Yeltsin's demise mattered much. All through 1996, Moscow persisted in its opposition to NATO
enlargement, attempted to balance the West's influence in Asia and the Middle East, and intensified efforts to advance Russia's domination of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS).' Russia's tougher anti-Western stance
in foreign affairs put in question the prospects of the security partnership
between the West and Russia, which emerged between 1989-1992. Alexei Arbatov, Deputy Chairman of the Defense Committee of the Russian State Duma,
cautioned that "Russia and NATO countries-particularly the United Stateswill not only fail to become allies, but their relations may be seriously strained
2
or severed altogether."
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What are the conceptual underpinnings of Russia's toughness in foreign
affairs and why has Moscow's external outlook remained impervious to the
political hurricanes of the election year? A good starting point to address these
questions is an established finding of international relations theory: conceptual shifts in the decision-makers' beliefs about the world, particularly when
adapting domestic priorities to changing global conditions, have a crucial impact on national security strategies, policies and decisions. 3 This has been especially evident in the case of the Soviet and Russian national security strategy
in the last decade, when major structural changes at the domestic and global
level have been associated with conceptual or paradigm shifts in the Kremlin's definition of the USSR and Russia's role in the world.
From this perspective, clues to Moscow's foreign policy must be sought in
the prevailing concepts and assumptions of key Russian political players, national security bureaucracy, and public opinion about the nature of post-Cold
War world politics, and its effect on Russia. A survey of the main policy positions articulated by major political players in Russia in 1994-1995 strongly
suggests that Russia's foreign policy has been increasingly circumscribed by
the "realist" national security consensus that emerged after Boris Yeltsin
warned members of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE) in late 1993 that Russia was ready for "the Cold Peace." At the heart
of this foreign policy paradigm is a Russia-centric perspective emphasizing
power politics and much a more cautious and meticulous calculation of
tradeoffs across issues, while marginalizing both Gorbachevian "universal
4
human values" and Soviet-style global ideological crusading.
This Cold Peace national security consensus in Russia is likely to endure
and shape Russia's foreign policy over the long term, whatever the outcome
of Yeltsin's medical treatment or the power struggle in the Kremlin halls and
at the polls, for four major reasons. First, this consensus has its roots in basic
assumptions about the nature of world politics. Consistent with the main tenets of political realism, the current international system is conceptualized as
structural anarchy, in which interactions take the form of zero-sum games
and the central motivation of the key actors, nation-states, is to maximize
military and economic power. 5 Second, the Cold Peace paradigm cuts across
ideological divides among the major political parties in Russia, as evidenced
by the writings of party leaders. Third, it embraces the national security and
intelligence establishment that has shown considerable resilience and continuity amidst Russia's political upheaval. This establishment is likely to be a
major source of politically significant information about the outside world for
any Russian administration. 6 Finally, reassessment of Russia's strategic posture by the political elites is underlined by anti-Western trends in public opinion.
In discussing these factors, this article also examines major post-election
personnel changes in the Kremlin, as well as the views and policy moves by
key actors, particularly on NATO enlargement, integration of the CIS and defining of Russia's domestic problems in terms of national security. The critical
element of Russia's "realist" foreign policy outlook is a view that by increas-
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ing both military and economic power relative to the West, Russia will be in a
better position to contribute to long-term East-West cooperation or hold its
own if cooperation fails to yield expected benefits.
Cold Peace As Zero-Sum Power Politics
Views of Major PoliticalParties
While waging aggressive and openly divisive election campaigns against
one another in 1995-1996, Russia's four major parliamentary parties-Zyuganov's Communists (KPRF), Zhirinovsky's misnamed Liberal Democrats
(LDPR), Yavlinsky's Yabloko and Chernomyrdin's Nash Dom - Rossiia ("Our
House is Russia") or NDRT--though embroiled in acrimonious debates on domestic issues, share an image of world politics after the Cold War as inherently conflictual, anarchical and nonaltruistic. This shared perception reflects a
classic zero-sum view: Russia's losses in the domestic economy, military power, and foreign trade after the Cold War are
automatically interpreted as the West's gains.
The deepest fault
This conceptualization of Russia's national
security environment is particularly striking
line in world
when it comes from politicians associated with
politics runs
the pro-Yeltsin and pro-reform part of Russia's
political spectrum, many of whom have greatly
between the
benefitted personally from cooperating with the
West. Thus, an explicitly pro-Yeltsin NDR, nickcontinental
named the "party of power" for its close ties
(Eurasian) and
with the cabinet of Prime Minister Chernomyrdin, ran its 1995-1996 campaigns arguing that
oceanic
Russia's "one-sided concessions to Western
(Atlanticist)
powers should be terminated" and NATO's
8
expansion vigorously opposed.
lineages.
Yabloko, the only other major parliamentary
party in Russia, which, like NDR, belongs

squarely in a prodemocracy and market reform camp, has consistently articulated a realpolitikworld view. Vladimir Lukin, chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee in the Russian State Duma, ambassador to the United States
in the early Yeltsin years and one of Yabloko's masterminds, sees the world
around Russia as essentially "controversial, with a lot of hard elbowing going
on." At the Yabloko party congress in September 1995, Lukin argued for abandoning "romantic internationalism" and "democratic Comintern" approaches
to world politics that, he believes, shaped Russian foreign policy since the
collapse of the USSR, in favor of a "strategy of realism." 9 In a recent book
specifically addressing relations between Russia and the West, Lukin advocated dealing with the United States and its European allies from "the position of strength," as Russia did at some high points in its imperial history:
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"Entering in a vital dialog with the West, let us talk to the West as Alexander
I to Napoleon, as Gorchakov to Bismark." °
Like Yabloko, the leaders of KPRF and LDPR explicitly define a shared
conception of world politics as anarchic in terms of conflicting "geopolitical
interests" (although Zyuganov and Zhirinovsky put a much greater messianic
spin on geopolitics than Yabloko). In Zyuganov's view, the deepest fault line
in world politics runs between the continental (Eurasian) and oceanic (Atlanticist) lineages in world history. Where one gains, the other loses. Making a
conceptual bouillabaisse of Spengler's argument about the "decline of the
West," Toynbee's cyclical conception of world history, and Huntington's theory of "the clash of civilizations," Zyuganov sees post-Soviet Russia, stripped
of its protective belt, as inherently vulnerable in this civilizational zero-sum
confrontation." Lukin shares much of same view, arguing that whenever Russia initiates moves toward an alliance with the West, it undermines its longerterm prospects. According to Lukin, by 2010 Japan and China will be the
world's leading economies, while the Western alliance will suffer "a true col12
lapse"-one unfathomable even to Spengler and Toynbee.
Foreseeing "a technetronic civilization, where major decisions by 2010 would
be taken within a two-hour flight from Shanghai," Lukin argues that the West
will have no choice but either to accept a loss of global leadership and dependency on the economically vibrant "Asian Tigers," or to confront the rising
powers of the East and reassert leadership. Citing Kipling's "never the twain
shall meet," Lukin sees the West as more likely to choose confrontation, which
would force it to plead for a geopolitical alliance with Russia. Uniquely capable of acting as the "Eurasian shock absorber," Russia could then charge the
West a premium for cooperation, extract tangible geostrategic concessions,
and join the Western community of nations as a strong power.13 The striking
fact is that this view comes from a senior and high-level Russian politician
with a lifetime experience of dealing with both Western and Pacific Rim powers, and who is squarely in the anti-communist camp on domestic issues.
The idea that Russia should play a unique role in world politics as a "Eurasian shock absorber" or "Eurasian bridge" to maintain the power balance
4
between the East and the West is shared by all major parliamentary parties.1
As the party most closely reflecting the views of the Russian government,
NDR's election materials emphasized improvement of relations with the states
of the Asian Pacific region under the Yeltsin administration. Yeltsin's thenplanned visits to China, India and South Korea were publicized by the NDR,
while the special "G-8" meeting in Moscow on nuclear weapons and proliferation passed unheralded. 15 Yabloko's strategy of realism implies foreign policy reassessment stressing "Russia's Pacific and Asian roots."' 6 In campaign
literature targeting experts rather than the general public, Zhirinovsky explains
that his vision of "the Russian soldiers washing their combat boots in the
warm waters of the Indian Ocean" after "the last push to the South" was
mostly a metaphor describing the importance of the East and the South for
Russia by contrast to the West, without implying war. Zyuganov's focus on
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Russia's oriental links and distinctly non-Western historical roots is central to
7
his whole book, Russia and the Modern World.1
A View from the Intelligence Community
Similar characteristics of the "realist" consensus emerged in The White Book
of Russia's Special Services in late 1995, which remains perhaps the most comprehensive articulation of the Russian intelligence community's view on national security. This collaborative project featured 22 editorial advisors and
133 contributors, including the public relations chiefs of both Foreign Intelligence Service (SAR) and Federal Security Service (FSB), the two major surviving branches of the former KGB. 18
The White Book panel of experts urged RusIf NATO is
sian policy makers to play realpolitik: "Despite
changes in the last several years, the principles disbanded or
of power balance and power interaction remain the
rendered
core of contemporary international relations"
[original emphasis]. 9 Hence, the image of world
politics as a zero-sum game. The White Book
experts lament that the United States now "includes regions of the former USSR-the Baltics,
the Transcaucasus, the states of Central Asiain its sphere of vital national interests."20 This
feeds the perception that Russia's loss is automatically America's gain. Furthermore, it is considered that "practically all neighbors of Russia
are likely to make territorial claims if Russia's
21
domestic crisis worsens."
The White Book experts concede that Russiaat least until the second decade of the next century-will have weaker military and economic

ineffective,
Russia, even in
decline, will
strengthen its
claim to
leverage on
European
security issues.

capabilities relative to the West. 2 Consistent with the zero-sum image of world
politics, however, Russia can increase its strategic posture by weakening the
Western alliance, especially NATO. If NATO is disbanded or rendered ineffective, Russia, even in decline, will attain relative gains and strengthen its
claim to leverage on European security issues.
The Cold Peace dilemma for Russia, therefore, is how to balance the conflicting priorities of weakening NATO and preventing its eastward expansion, while maintaining normal, non-conflictual relations with NATO and its
members, particularly in the economic sphere. The resulting policy recommendation is that Russia "force the Western states to explain to the global
community the purpose of such organizations as NATO and a network of
military bases."2 In other words, since NATO leaders would not disband the
organization and since Russia's position remains weak, every effort should be
made to undermine NATO's legitimacy through international and domestic
public opinion, areas where democracies have traditionally been perceived as
extremely vulnerable by the Soviet and Russian security analysts. 24
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Regarding policies toward the former Soviet republics and their current
umbrella organization, the CIS, Russia's Foreign Intelligence Service (SAR)
articulated the intelligence community's view in a September 1994 paper calling on the West to soften its opposition to Russia's bid for reintegrating the former Soviet
Ifthe "quiet" CIS republics. The paper suggested that the CIS is a
integration by natural geopolitical space essential for Russia's
security. A more subtle argument was that if the
Yeltsin were "quiet" CIS integration by Yeltsin were resisted
the West, Russia would be more likely to be
resisted by the by
overtaken by vociferous neo-isolationists who
West, Russia would try to reunite the USSR by force. Russia,
SAR argued, would commit money and
would likely be the
troops to the CIS collective security system, since
overtaken by it would be a more cost-effective option than
establishing and manning several thousand
vociferous neo- miles of new state borders.25
The White Book and the SAR report illumiisolationists who
nate the views that stretch from Russia's intelliwould reunite the gence community to the foreign ministry, since
USSR by force. both came out when the current foreign minister of Russia, Yevgeny Primakov, was head of
the SAR-a position he held from 1991-1995.
Public Opinion: West-Wary, 'Order' over Democracy
In mid-April 1996, a poll by the Russian Center for the Study of Public
Opinion-which provided the most accurate prediction of the July presidential election results-found that 41 percent of respondents believed that the
Soviet political system existing before 1991 was the best option for Russia.
This contrasted sharply with only 27 percent or respondents supporting Western-style democracy. Similarly, 42 percent said they favored state planning,
while only about one-third supported a market economy. 26 Furthermore, in a
University of Strathclyde survey of 2,426 Russians conducted in January 1996,
only 9 percent chose "democracy" while 77 percent preferred "order" when
asked which of the two was "more important for Russia." 27 Over 60 percent of
Russians polled by Jerry Hough of the Brookings Institution in late 1995 said
the West was "pursuing the goal of weakening Russia with its economic ad28
vice."
The July 1996 election campaign saw both front-runners, Yeltsin and Zyuganov, court this West-wariness and great-power nostalgia associated with
the Soviet past. Both candidates agreed that Russia should oppose NATO expansion, accelerate CIS integration and restore ties with old Soviet allies. The
Yeltsin and Zyuganov campaigns, centering on who was more "genuine" in
advancing these "core national interests," only emphasized their agreement
on these key foreign policy issues. The spokesmen for the two main contenders for Russian presidency publicly declared that they failed to identify major
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differences on issues such as NATO and the CIS. Confirming this convergence of views, Yeltsin and Zyuganov agreed on Yevgeny Primakov as foreign minister, while differing on every other member of the Cabinet. 29
Implementing the Cold Peace: A Pattern Established
This conceptual shift since 1994 toward political realism and away from
"romantic internationalism" has had an enduring impact on Moscow's foreign policy and security outlook. A recognizable pattern is now in place: opposing to NATO's expansion, tightening Russia's hold on the CIS, balancing
Eurasian power and strengthening the "counterintelligence state" within Russia. By continuing beyond the 1996 presidential election, this pattern is also
likely to endure and shape Russia's foreign policy for years to come.
A Gloomy View of NATO's EastwardExpansion
President Yeltsin has repeatedly underscored that NATO's enlargement
would "spread the flames of war across Europe." During meetings with
NATO's secretary general and the president of Poland in April, Yeltsin stressed
Russia's continuing opposition to NATO's expansion. Signs of Russia's using
its limited cooperation with NATO for leverage in foreign policy have been
evident on the issue of Bosnia. Demanding a role in NATO's peacekeeping
mission in Bosnia, Russia warned in September 1995 that it might otherwise
quit the Partnership for Peace-a program designed by NATO to soften Russian opposition to its enlargement while reassuring Central European states
of their eventual admission to the alliance. Stressing Russia's dissatisfaction
over using the Partnership for Peace as smokescreen for NATO's unconditional enlargement, Yeltsin and Chernomyrdin at that time declined to receive
British Foreign Secretary Malcolm Rifkind on his first visit to Moscow. 3 0 This
was in sharp contrast with a cordial relationship that existed between Rifkind's predecessor, Douglas Hurd, and Russia's foreign minister, Andrei
Kozyrev (the two jointly wrote articles for major British newspapers). One
Russian observer has argued that expressing opposition to NATO was essential to passing an informal "ideological fitness test"in the post-1993 Yeltsin
31
administration.
Russia's joining of NATO's Partnership for Peace program in June 1994
was accomplished only after embarrassing delays, including one when foreign minister Kozyrev declared a change of mind and left Brussels without
signing the partnership agreement. Russia also insisted on "special member"
status restricting the partnership mostly to official visits, receptions and talks.
In April 1994, however, Yeltsin's press secretary made it clear that Russia
would "charge dearly" for participating in the program, using it to bargain
for Russia's membership in the G-7.32 Russia's ratification of START II became
increasingly problematic. After signing this treaty, which limited the U.S. and
Russia to 3,000 nuclear warheads, Yeltsin submitted it to the State Duma for
ratification. The Duma put ratification on the back burner, arguing that the
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treaty required a detailed study, and the Yeltsin administration did little to
push the issue onto the Duma's agenda.
Concurrently, Russia mounted pressure to revise the treaty for the Limitation of Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE), signed in 1990. Moscow requested higher Russian troop levels at Russia's northern and southern flanks to
maintain larger military presence in the Northern Caucasus (especially given
the war in Chechnya), and also to remind the Baltic republics that Russia may
use force to settle territorial claims. Western leaders and diplomats indicated
that the very existence of CFE-considered as the major legal document defining the post-Cold War balance of military power in Europe-was now at
issue. Russia's foreign ministry strongly suggested that Moscow would back
out if its demands were not satisfied, and the West agreed to Russia's higher
33
troop levels in the flank zones.

Russia and the CIS
CIS integration policies were also stepped up, particularly after the arrival
of Yevgeny Primakov as foreign minister in January 1996. Primakov stressed
that strengthening Russia's position in the CIS would be a top priority in
Russia's foreign policy. His first official visits were to Turkmenistan and
Ukraine. Primakov made a politically symbolic gesture toward strengthening
ties with Ukraine by flying there in a small, uncomfortable and noisy Antonov-24 turboprop designed in Kiev and used extensively for air travel within the CIS. He later appointed one of Russia's most distinguished diplomats,
Yurii Dubinin, as Ambassador to Ukraine. 34 Sections in Russia's Foreign Ministry dealing with the Soviet successor states were upgraded to the status of
ministerial departments, with Primakov presiding over regular meetings of
all CIS ambassadors.

35

During the election campaign, Yeltsin spared no effort portraying himself
as a unifier of the former Soviet republics. At the same time, Yeltsin needed to
set himself apart from his communist and nationalist rivals, who pursued integrationist policies through the State Duma. Hence, Yeltsin immediately and
vigorously denounced the Duma resolution, passed in March 1996, that invalidated the 1991 Belavezha accords on the dissolution of the USSR. Yeltsin
explained his fierce opposition to this resolution by stating that it could undermine the de facto reintegration process and justify the claim of East Europeans for full NATO membership. 36 In other words, by denouncing the Duma
resolution, Yeltsin aimed at scoring points with the voters for being a better,
more realistic integrationist of former Soviet republics.
Having blasted the Duma, Yeltsin produced, within less than a month, the
Integration Agreement between Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Kyrgyzstan,
which envisages creating "supranational political institutions" to regulate a
wide range of economic and military issues.37 While this agreement was in the
making, Russia's main television channel, ORT, devoted a disproportionate
amount of news coverage to the visit of Vladimir Lukashenka, president of
Belarus, to Moscow. The pomp and circumstance surrounding Lukashenka's
reception in the Kremlin by Yeltsin, and the excessive television news cover-
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clearly influenced by election politics, it also showed that Yeltsin found it
more politically advantageous to press for CIS integration than to encourage
self-determination and independence from Russia of the former Soviet republics.
Outside the CIS and Europe, Russia's growing assertiveness and Eurasianist posture have been demonstrated by several actions. Contrary to U.S. demands, Moscow refused to cancel its sale of nuclear reactors to Iran. Moreover,
in September 1995 Russia announced it would sell up to four reactors instead
of the planned two. The Kremlin backed Iraq's
request to lift the UN economic embargo; exBritain's
pressed support to Libya (albeit in a largely symbolic gesture); endorsed Beijing's "one China"
counterintelligence
policy during the 1996 Taiwan crisis; revived a
service, M15,
trilateral oil deal with Venezuela and Cuba; and
renewed political, economic, and military ties
with India, where foreign minister Primakov
suggesting that
signed arms trade contracts and restored the
"hot line" telephone link with Moscow that was
Russia had
disconnected after the collapse of the USSR.
revived
Moscow's increased attention to India was registered by Britain's counterintelligence service,
intelligence
MI5, which issued a report suggesting that Rus-

issued a report

sia had revived intelligence activities in India to
Cold War levels. Russia also more than doubled
its global arms sales in 1996, obtaining orders
worth $7 billion compared to $2.8 billion sales
in 1995.39

activities in India
to Cold War
levels.

After the Election-Actors Change, Cold Peace Policies Persist
While the consequences of post-election personnel changes in the Kremlin
are still ambiguous, their nuances so far fit well with the new "realist" consensus. The sacking of the "party of war'-Yeltsin's bodyguard and confidant Alexander Korzhakov, defense minister Pavel Grachev, and FSB chief
Mikhail Barsukov-was the price for the 15 percent of the vote that Alexander Lebed could deliver for the second round of elections, rather than a
planned change of direction. Lebed, appointed head of the Security Council
and Yeltsin's national security adviser, articulated the "strong Russia" position more powerfully than anyone in the ousted "war party."
In his 1995 autobiography, I Feel Shame for This Great Power, Lebed stakes
out a classic realist position: "Alexander III was right. Russia has no friends,
only its national interests." Whereas back in 1990 Yeltsin argued that Russia
was separate from the Soviet Union, Lebed won his votes arguing that Russia
was the Soviet Union. World War II, he feels, was won by the Russian, not the
Soviet, army. Lebed offers explicit recipes for reviving Russian glory: not only
should Russia kick out Western advisers, Pepsi and chewing-gum peddlers,
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was the Soviet Union. World War II, he feels, was won by the Russian, not the
Soviet, army. Lebed offers explicit recipes for reviving Russian glory: not only
should Russia kick out Western advisers, Pepsi and chewing-gum peddlers,
and clean up the red light districts, it should revive "the three great pillars of
state-the spiritual might of the Orthodox Church, the creative genius of the
Russian People, and the valor of the Russian Army." Lebed sees the rebuilding of the Russian army coupled with making Orthodox Christianity the official state ideology as a catalyst for pulling Russia out of severe socioeconomic
decline. Free enterprise is Russia's best bet, Lebed argues, but only with a
strong state. To achieve that, however, the Russian army must be capable of "showing, once
Lebed wants again, that it can have the Universe shudder
Russia to from the glorious deeds of the Russian soldiers."
Lebed wants Russia to replicate what made it
replicate what strong in real economic and military terms unboth the czarist and Soviet rule.4 0 NATO
made it strong in der
may then expand, as long as the West "has
real economic enough money and health," 41 but Russia will go
own way, being strong but not aggressive
and military its
and demonstrating NATO's futility. Similar
terms under both practical calculations drove Lebed's push for
troops withdrawal from Chechnya in
the czarist and Russian
September 1996: Chechnya will need Russia
Soviet rule. more than Russia needs Chechnya, and Russian
soldiers need not die there to make this point.
While ousted from office only after four
months' tenure, Lebed remains the most popular politician in Russia, with an
astounding 40 percent approval rating. Lebed is also trusted more than any
other politician to take control of the Russian nuclear button if President Yeltsin
is temporarily incapacitated.4 2 While a product of sophisticated Kremlin intrigues, Lebed's dismissal hardly disrupted the Cold Peace consensus, especially with regard to NATO and CIS integration. Despite marked differences
in character between the charismatic and outspoken Lebed and his quiet and
conformist successor, former Duma speaker Ivan Rybkin, prime minister Chernomyrdin asserted there would be "no principal changes of direction" in the
work of the Security Council. Rybkin agreed to this assessment, as did Lebed,
who insisted in a television interview after his dismissal that the new Security
43
Council secretary would ensure "complete continuity of policy."
At the Ministry of Defense, critical in any Russian power transition, Lebed's nemesis, Pavel Grachev, has been replaced by Lebed's protegd, General
Igor Rodionov. He is popularly known as "the butcher of Tbilisi" for his role
in suppressing a 1989 demonstration in the Georgian capital. Following the
appointment, Rodionov spoke against Yeltsin's preelection plan to switch from
conscription to voluntary armed service by the year 2000, a view shared by
Grachev. 44 Rodionov directly challenged a decree from Yeltsin's "neoliberal"
period banning ideological indoctrination in the armed forces and argued for
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bringing back the Soviet-era political officers and the czarist-era chaplains to
inculcate patriotic ideas in soldiers. He spoke categorically against ratifying
START II and insisted that upgrading strategic nuclear forces should be the
top priority in Russia's military doctrine. On his first day at work, Rodionov
had a monograph on his desk entitled Geopolitical Strategy of Russia featuring
a large double eagle and pictures of Soviet orders-symbols of strong Russia
in both imperial and Soviet past.45 (Incidentally, the cover of the White Book of

Russian Special Services features the same combination of symbols: the imperial two-headed eagle is superimposed over the KGB emblem of the early Soviet era-the sword and the shield-replacing the star, hammer and sickle.) This
blend of imperial and Soviet symbols, however, is more a reflection of Russia's new strategy of realism implicit in Rodionov's idea of a somewhat leaner
and much meaner army, emphasizing quality over quantity, and mobility over
static hold on territory, rather than a symbol of either imperial sabre-rattling,
or Soviet-style ideological posturing.
At FSB, the former KGB's domestic branch, Mikhail Barsukov was replaced
by his deputy, Nikolai Kovalev, a career KGB officer. The move was described
by an observer at the Moscow Center for Strategic Studies as "a neutral, rational decision that suits the bureaucrats in the FSB." 46 The spirit of the "hunting
season on spies"--announced after some major arrests of Soviet citizens and
expulsion of foreign diplomats in the spring of 1996 4 7-- appears to be alive
and well under the new FSB chief. It was on Kovalev's watch that the official
newspaper of the presidential administration, Rossiiskie Vesti, published an
article agreeing with recent allegations by the Duma Security Committee Chairman, Viktor Ilyukhin, of a CIA plot to start a Solidarity-like movement in
Belarus and overthrow the pro-Moscow president, Alexandr Lukashenka. Calling such a CIA plot "plausible," the president's paper said it "fit entirely"
with current plans to expand NATO eastward and build a cordon sanitaire
isolating Russia.

48

The appointment of Anatoly Chubais, associated with Western-style economic reform, to replace hardline nationalist Nikolai Yegorov as Yeltsin's chief
of staff was somewhat of a departure from the replacement pattern, but not
incompatible with the "strong Russia" course. Russian officials praised Chubais first and foremost as a pragmatist and organizer of Yeltsin campaign
finances, focusing less on his role as "the father of privatization" and much
less on his commitment to democracy. Also, unlike other early reformers, Gaidar and Fedorov, Chubais "swayed with the party line" rather than sacrificing his career for political views. Chubais also fits into Yeltsin's "government
of professionals" scheme as an election-winning expert. Yeltsin may need Chubais mainly because the Kremlin chief of staff oversees relations between Moscow and the regions, where gubernatorial elections are to be held in the fall.
The election of regional governors will be critical to the composition of the
Federation Council, the upper chamber of the Russian parliament. Yeltsin desperately needs the Council's backing to stave off the communist-leaning State
Duma.
Primakov remained in his post as Russia's foreign minister, satisfying di-
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verse political groups, including communists. Consensus between Yeltsin and
the communists on tighter integration of the CIS also became evident with the
appointment of one of the most outspoken Yeltsin critics, a high-ranking communist, Aman Tuleyev, to a new position as Minister for Cooperation with
CIS Member States. Tuleyev accepted, saying he found no discrepancies between his party and the Yeltsin administration's views on CIS integration.
Tuleyev's first practical steps called for: merging the CIS-member energy systems into a single network; increasing Russia's access to the oil and gas resources of Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, and Turkmenistan; and putting CIS states
with debts to Russia into de facto receivership through a massive Russian acquisition of their industrial equity.49 At the time of writing, Tuleyev's ministry
was identifying which industrial facilities in Belarus should be transferred to
Russian ownership to offset Belarus' debts to Russia.50
On issues where the West is thought to make one-sided gains, Moscow
continued to take a tough stand that some analysts felt would be softened or
disappear after Yeltsin's victory. A progovernment Rossiiskaia Gazeta blasted
U.S. plans to arrest the leader of Bosnian Serbs, Radovan Karadzic, twice indicted for war crimes, as "an act of piracy." The same day the Russian foreign
ministry condemned the D'Amato Amendment that reinforces sanctions on
non-U.S. firms investing in oil industries in Iran and Libya.5 1 The foreign ministry also promised to retaliate if the Helms-Burton Act aimed at non-U.S.
businesses in Cuba ever went into effect, and publicly backed the reappointment of Boutros Boutros-Ghali as U.N. Secretary General after the Clinton
Administration announced it would veto his nomination.5 2 With the elections
over, Yeltsin no longer needed quick and impressive media events, and the
focus of Russia's CIS policies shifted from the blatantly pro-Moscow government in Minsk to the real prize, the one requiring more patient and delicate
diplomacy: bringing Ukraine, with its 52 million people and a strategic location along the northern coast of the Black Sea, closer into the Russian fold.
Throughout the election campaign, Ukraine, unlike Belarus, refrained from
supporting greater CIS integration. During the election campaign, Yeltsin
played his integrationist cards on Ukraine skillfully, proclaiming he would
not have a summit with Ukrainian president Leonid Kuchma until Ukraine
agreed to formalize Russia's military presence in the Crimea. After the elections, Russia continued putting pressure on Ukraine, both by pulling economic strings (Ukraine has an estimated $4 billion debt to Russia) and applying
political pressure (namely, suggesting that a deal on sharing the port of Sevastopol with the Yeltsin government would be more advantageous to Kiev
than facing the Russian State Duma and politicians such as popular Moscow
mayor Yuri Luzhkov, who claim Russian sovereignty over the whole city of
Sevastopol). This Kremlin tactic has proved successful: Leonid Kuchma agreed
during his meeting with Yeltsin on October 25, 1996 to partition the coastal
assets between Ukraine and Russia in the Crimea, apportion Sevastopol's bays,
and lease military bases in Ukraine to Russia. Protesting these concessions to
Moscow, three top Ukrainian admirals resigned. At the same time, after four
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years of negotiations, Ukraine has failed as yet to extract a definitive and
unambiguous Russian recognition of Ukraine's borders.5 3
Russia's post-election stand on NATO has thus far followed the White Book
blueprint. On one hand, Yeltsin seems to have signaled that Russia's opposition to NATO's expansion will be negotiable. While he was still secretary of
Russia's National Security Council, Alexander Lebed suggested that Russia
should be more actively involved in NATO's Partnership for Peace program.
On the other hand, Primakov continued accusing the Western alliance of increased military presence in Central Asia and other Soviet successor states,
declaring Moscow would have "no compromises with the NATO bloc."- 4 This
means that Russia might be ready to go along with NATO's expansion, as
long as Russia is part of the decision process
and NATO abstains from extending its military
infrastructure to Eastern Europe or, at the least, At the heart
of
the U.S. role in NATO is reduced. Characteristically, Russia welcomed NATO's recent deci- both Lebed's and
sion to form Combined Joint Task Forces (CJTFs)
Primakov's view
that would combine troops from both NATO
and non-NATO states to respond to crises such is the idea that
as in the former Yugoslavia. The reason is that
Russia must have
in a major departure from NATO tradition, the
CJFrs may exclude U.S. forces and come under
more tangible
the military and political command of the 10member Western European Union (WEU), of leverage in key
which the United States is not a member. Rus- decisions on
sia, seeing the growing distance between
NATO's U.S. and European components, has European
softened its stand on the alliance's eastward ex- security.
pansion.55
Lebed's expressions of optimism on the possibility of Russia's accommodation with NATO have also been largely consistent with the Cold Peace outlook and, in essence, differ little from Primakov's
(and the foreign ministry's) position. At the heart of both Lebed's and Primakov's view is the idea that Russia must have more tangible leverage in key
decisions on European security. The novelty in Lebed's argument is that Russia could achieve this goal better by aggressively participating in Partnership
for Peace. Explaining this argument in a recent interview with a popular Russian daily, Trud, Lebed said that through greater interaction with NATO,
Moscow will get a chance to influence and exploit significant differences among
NATO member-states, thus undermining NATO from within-a goal essentially consistent with Primakov's. 6
Also consistent with the "strategy of realism" in adapting to post-Cold War
conditions, Russia at times has been cooperative on issues that do not trigger
fears of the West's making unilateral gains at Russia's expense. For example,
Russia signed the comprehensive test-ban treaty; came to agreement with the
United States on some key definitions in the ABM Treaty; cleared the way for
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implementing the Wassenaar Accord on multilateral arms sales restrictions;
signed agreements with the United States on issues such as joint space exploration, environmental research and trade; and agreed to adhere to the 1993
Tokyo Declaration, balancing it with a proposal to turn the disputed Kurile
Islands into a zone of "mutual economic activity" with Japan.5 7 Unlike NATO
enlargement or START II ratification, Moscow saw equitable security tradeoffs
with other major powers on these issues.
Conclusion: New Russia's Political Chess
Russia joined the West in a ballroom dance to celebrate the end of the Cold
War, but then concluded that it had little say in calling the music. The new
Russian elite now considers dancing to unfamiliar tunes risky and increasingly prefers playing world politics as they would play chess, a game in which
Russia enjoys a comparative advantage. Moscow's strategy is to oppose
NATO's expansion while seeking to trade it for
Russia's role in European decision
Russia joined the increasing
making; to integrate the former Soviet repubWest in a lics into a Russia-led collective security system
and increase Russia's sharing of the their natuballroom dance ral resources; to step up cooperation with Chi-

to celebrate the
end of the Cold
war, but then
concluded that it

had little to say in
calling the music.

na, India, Iran and Iraq to offset the West's
geopolitical leverage; and to begin to rebuild
military power and restore some elements of the
"counterintelligence state."
The Cold Peace elites are no naive proponents
of global interdependence, but they are averse
to Russia's initiating a new Cold War. Russian
policymakers are desperate to make the West
understand that a stronger Russia, less susceptible to outside influences, need not be perceived

as a strategic threat. As long as Moscow believes
that the West cannot understand this position-and NATO expansion plans
do little to alleviate such fears-the Kremlin policymakers will become more
disillusioned with cooperation, more suspicious of the West's intentions and
more likely to press a point that while Russia is not rich, it can be strong. The
danger here is that miscalculated self-assertiveness may result in debacles and
crises, as evidenced by Russia's ill-conceived and cruel military campaign in
Chechnya.
Presidential contests in Russia, both the 1996 election and any that depend
on the fate of Yeltsin, are unlikely to change the Cold Peace consensus: it cuts
across all major political divides, is shared across the national security establishment, and is deeply rooted in Russia's public opinion. On all major national security issues, especially NATO and the CIS, Yeltsin has already
implemented the key points of the communist and nationalist agenda. It is
telling that the only member of Yeltsin's post-election Cabinet endorsed by
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the communists is foreign minister Primakov, and the only communist appointed as government minister by Yeltsin is charged with tightening Russia's
grip on the CIS.
An implicit and sometimes undervalued benefit of Russian elections is that
they have induced key actors to publicly state their foreign policy positions,
making the whole process much more transparent and accessible than in the
Politburo days. This offers possibilities, if the published writings of key players are taken seriously, for early warning and timely moderation of most extreme attitudes. The Cold Peace can be a "cool-headed peace." Relations with
Russia would be more difficult than previously hoped, but with fewer prospects for lapsing into aggressive confrontation than some justifiably fear.
To make better sense of Russia's foreign policy, the Cold Peace consensus
also needs to be interpreted within the broader historical situation in which
Russia found itself five years after the end of the Cold War. This is a period of
searching for new, unchartered directions when neither the old Soviet conceptual maps nor the Western ideas that initially were appealing seem to be
acceptable. Hence, Russia will continue to muddle through, skeptical of Western recipes for revival and yearning for civilized values, hurt by the loss of
superpower status and averse to Cold War isolation, ready to restore the Soviet Union but abhorring the costs of the empire, trying to sell more fighters
than the United States and designing a joint U.S.-Russian manned flight to
Mars. It will be necessary to accept and accommodate this new Russia whoever commands the Kremlin, with the top U.S. policymakers taking more time
to understand and negotiate the nuances, learn the new Russian political chess,
and encourage all sides to play for a draw.
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